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Abstract 

The concept of locally stochastic causality (LSC), related to the theory of 

local beablos suggested by Bell, is introduced, tt is argued that the experiments 

performed to verify the predictions of Bell's inequalities have merely been tests 

for the possibility ol a description of nature in terms of joint probability dis

tributions for the observablcs and that they do not provide sufficient results to 

.sustain claims that theories based upon I.SC have been falsified. 



1 Introduction. 
The Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen {EPR) argument [1], the introduction of Bell's inequali
ties in their deterministic [2] and stochastic [3] form and the later development of the 
Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger (GHZ) theorem [4] ("Bell's theorem without inequal
ities") have raised and accentuated the question whether or not local causality is 
compatible with quantum mechanics. In quantum theory observabfes having space
like separation commute. This can be shown to be consistent with "signal locality", 
i.e. the absence of faster-than-light signals [5]. Moreover, "signal locality" has been 
established for quantum mechanics by observing that even for pure states the prob
abilities of obtaining a given result for a measurement on one part of a two-particle 
system does not depend on whether or not a device that provides the possibility 
of making a measurement on the other part of the system is introduced into the 
measuring apparatus [6]. 

Nevertheless, the "reduction of the wave-packet" (RWP) postulate, as it is en
countered ir connection with the measurement process, contains, according to the 
discussion by EPR, an inherent non-locality and has therefore been questioned by 
Bell [7]. To avoid the interpretational problems related to the postulate he has ar
gued for an explicit description of nature in terms of local beables. The beables are 
supposed to constitute a relevant "cause" of the observed phenomena as defined by 
specified boundary conditions and expressed in classical terms. Unlike e.g. the total 
energy they are supposed to be confinable to a bounded space-time region [8]- The 
concept beable would also include the traditional observables of quantum mechan
ics, such as the electric and magnetic fields ' . In this context the RWP would not 
cause concern since it is not reflecting physical processes. Such a theory would not 
necessarily be deterministic, but should be causal in the sense that the specification 
of the value of one observable can be related to the possible predictions regarding 
another observable by giving a conditional probability distribution for particular val
ues of these observables. This type of causality is "weaker" than the causality of 
classical mechanics since the probability distribution is of principal nature and not 
merely a result of ignorance about the initial conditions of the physical system under 
consideration. The theory thus introduces a primary version of what we subsequently 
will denote by locally stochastic causality (LSO). 

It is argued that the experiments performed to test the validity of Hell's inequal
ities retrospectively must rr-'her be said to have been tests for the possibility of a 
description of nature in terms of joint probability distributions for all observables 
than tests for the validity of a LS(\ Consequently, it cannot be argued that the 
results of I hesc experiments, incompatible with such an assumption, imply "signal 

'It Hfi-nw In it* that ihe term "beahle" a» il w ilw«| by Hell in A rather ill-ilrfinril ronrrpl ' lb 
avmil rnnhisinx 'he *'Hn*,iitlal I.HMM-S in the following discussion wn will restrict ourselves to an analysis 
in term* of "ob*ersnMeh" JV they are kimwn from quantum mechanics ami eventual .supplementary 
variables 
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non-locality" of quantum mechanics. They are merely sufficient to conclude that 
quantum theory cannot he replaced by a theory that is causal in a deterministic 
sense. 

2 The Concept of Locally Stochastic Causality. 
The formulation of a locally stochastic causal theory should in essence clarify and 
restrict the causes of the predicted outcomes for the measurement of an observable, 
i.e. replace quantum mechanics by a theory which does not depend upon an ad hoc 
"reduction of the wave packet" concept to obtain definite predictions of measure
ments. So far, no explicit theory of this kind has been formulated. In the following 
it will be discussed which consequences the concept of LSC has for the structure of 
such a theory. 

Bell has proposed a definition of LSC that can be presented as follows [8]: 

LSC-1 Consider a theory in which the assignment of values to an observable B im
plies a probability distribution for another observable A and let p(A \ B) denote 
the probability of a particular value of A given a particular value of B. Fur
thermore, let N denote a complete 2 specification of observables and eventual 
supplementary parameters belonging to the overlap of the backward lightcones 
of space-time regions I and il {see Figure 1} having spacelike separation, and 
let A and M be specifications of corresponding quantities from the remainder 
of the backward lightcones of regtons I and II respectively. Suppose now A (B) 
represents obscrvables associated with region I (11). Then in a theory involving 
locally stochastic causality, 

p{A\MtfN,B) = p{A\\N) (1) 

whenever both probabilities are given by the theory. 

It must bo emphasized that the only assumption made above is that of the ex
istence of a probability distribution p(A \ B), i.e. an assignment of a value to B 
through a measurement does not uniquely determine the value of A. In this respect, 
locally stochastic causality principally differs from the deterministic causality of clas
sical physics. The causal aspect is reflected in the fact that influences on the measured 
result for A can only originate in its backward lightcone, thus expressing what has 
been denoted by "Einstein locality" [9). Moreover, as will be shown below, a theory 
of this kind provides a causality concept essentially different fron*, that of quantum 
theory and hence cannot be expected to reproduce the predictions of the latter. 

"•Completeness as defined in this context implirs the possibility to control at [cast alt variables 
that are relevant to the outcomes of the measurements on the ohservablcs of interest A further 
iliHCtiH.sion of I In?, concept i** pnitenled at the end of tins .lection 



As an illustration, electrodynamics predicts that the retarded solution Aret(x) f ° r 

the relativistic four-potential at the space-time point x = (ct,r)t a solution obtained 
in Lorentz-gauge in the absence of an incoming field, is completely determined by the 
source jtt(x ) occupying the space region Ar' at time t in the backward lightcone of 
x [10]. Consequently, the source also uniquely determines the potential in a space-time 
region lying on the bundle of forward lightcones emerging from Ar ' at t . Conversely, 
the potential in any given space-time region will be determined by sources closing, 
at a given time t\ the bundle of backward lightcones connected to the region 3 (see 
Figure 2). These observations allow the following general definition of a classical 
(deterministic) causality: 

C D C The physical quantities in any space-time region I are determined by those in 
any space region V which, at a given time t, fullu closes the backward lightcone 
of I. 

Because V is of limited extension (see Figure 3), such a theory is classified as a 
locally deterministic theory [8]. 

Quantum theory does not display locally stochastic causality. As already indi
cated, it can be argued that "signal locality" is indeed encountered in quantum me
chanics, but that the preparation procedure entrains an entanglement (non-separabi
lity) it) the description of the subsystems leading to predictions in disagreement with 
ihe requirements set by Hell's inequalities [6]. Thus, locality is not questioned in this 
sense. However, the HWP represents a problem if interpreted as a physical process, 
since it displays a grossly non-local structure. 

Take e.g. a system of two spin-1/2 particles initially prepared in a singlet state 
which disintegrates by a process conserving the total spin. It is predicted that the 
probability of measuring the z-spin of one of the particles by a Stern-Gerlach ex
periment with the result "up" (event I) is one half. However, if it is specified that 
the spin of the other particle lias been found to be "up" (event 2), the probability 
of observing the first result is predicted to be zero, even if the second event is as-
siimnl to have sparelike separation from the first, if this "reduction" is interpreted 
as a physical process, we simply do not have (I) "*. Moreover, there are indications 

•'Tliis ran also be rxprrowd in ternm of probabilities, providing a relation equivalent lo (!) 
l.i-t |i( A) and [>{ H) repn-senl the probabilities of observing a particular value of the four-potential 
A"it) al spare-time point» / i and *j respectively, and In A. M and N be tin- miUal distribution of 
field-val uro .•!"(/ ) of tii*- samr potential Thrn 

t>(A\.\U.\,H)=p{A\\S) 

if j j lias sparedLe separation with respect to ri, showing (hat (|) t$ "siu-nttally valid Furthermore, 
these probabi l i t ies ,ve unity if I lie value of A"(f) for wlur l i we seek lite probabi l i ty of nbserval Kill is 
I lie value predn'h 'd by elertmdytmil l lCH, /ero oi l ier w w , just i fy ing the use nf t i le r o n r r p l <|eleril l inis|n 
ID i l l . - ;\l,i>\>- <•• .iiMiler.lt nm» 

' I be ;«b"\e argument ran be present I'll in the form 11) H> letting A and H represent registrations 
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that such an interpretation contains further difficulties, e.g. related to the specific 
time of transition from a pure state to a mixture [I I]. Consequently, if we take the 
wave-function to represent an incomplete knowledge about an ensemble of identically 
prepared systems, as proposed by Einstein [12], the "reduction" is merely to be in
terpreted as a representation of the measurement result in the mind of the observer, 
i.e. it does not follow as the result of a physical process. 

Moreover, local causality is not contained in the formulations of quantal phenom
ena by explicitely causal theories simply because these theories are not local. On the 
basis of e.g. BohnVs theory [13], explicit equations for the movement of the parti
cles constituting the system under consideration can be proposed by substituting the 
many-particle wave-function tø(x,t)t x = (n , r^ , • • • ,r]v), in the Schrodinger equation 
by the ansatz ^f[x, t) = R(x,t}c*s^,l\ R and 5 being real functions. One obtains 

d\ __ Im{4r(x,t)kVtV(x,t)} 
m,"ST ~ * - ( J , O * ( . ? I O 

where A, is to be interpreted as the positions of the individual particles with 
masses m% (hidden in quantum mechanics). Equations (2) constitute an explicitely 
causal prescription for the determination of the positions A,. However, it is non
local, as seen when compared to the locality exhibited by the electromagnetic theory, 
since the position of particle m, at any given time simultaneously depends upon the 
positions of all the other particles of the system. This dependence is manifest also 
at time t = 0, i.e. the position of particle m, is explicitely influenced by occurrences 
outside its backward lightcone 5 . 

Based upon the above considerations it is possible to derive an inequality that must 
h:* obeyed for observables in a locally causal theory. Consider a pair of observables A 
and II p naming to regions 1 and [I having spacelike separation (see Figure 1), and a 
situation in which A, -V and \f are specified. We shall assume that the specification 
of the variables .V in Lhe overlap of the backward light cones of regions I and II is 

in counters associate»! w i th events 1 ami '2 respectively, we obta in (A s|>tn " u p " f i r part ic le 1, H 

spin " u p " for part ic le 2) 

/ ' M l A M A ' ) = ]-

P[A | A . l f . V . t f ) = 0 

Th is is no even when the events I and 'I have sparelike separation (A , M «ml N need no fur ther 
specif ication here) T h u v I.SC is not a part uf the ip iantal <teM-nplmn of the experiment 

^Final ly , also the lion locality Hi Hnhm's theory can In* expressed as a relation equivalent to ( I) 
Denot ing ihe hidden parameters A at an in i t ia l t ime / by A. M an<) N. an<l le t t ing A and I) he the 
re in l ts of measurement H on Hll i inhlr (ibservahles. We linvr 

I ' l l I A .U .v . r? ) - rt.-t I Ht')) - fi-\ I A.W.V) 

I hu-. ( I ) c m fit- i t t ' i i i it it to he *afitHetf hrca iwr of the nrnt locaJ prescript f<'ft ('J) 

(2) 
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complete. Let A and M respectively belong to the remainder of the two lightcones. 
Suppose there exists a joint probability distribution p[AB \ AMN) for the observables 
A and B. By a standard rule it is equal to p(A j AMiV, B)p{B | AMN). Using the 
condition (I) , we obtain 

p(AB | AMN) = pi{A | AN)pn{B \ Af TV). (3) 

Assume that the specification of A, M and TV are each given by two parts, A = (a. A), 
M = (6, p.) and N = (c, i/)y where we are particularly interested in the dependence 
on a, b and c, while A, // and v are averaged over a distribution p (originating at 
a source), which conceivably depends also upon a, b and c. it is believed that the 
parts a, b and r are in a certain sense "controllable" and represent variables that 
specify the experimental apparatus, i.e the settings ot polarizers and source in e.g. 
the Aspect experiment [9], while A, p and u are "uncontrollable" and could include 
hidden variables. After averaging, we have 

p(Ait | abc) = / dp du dX p{abc,Xfii/)p/(A \ ac,Xis)pi/(B \ bc,pv). (4) 

[,et us now assume that A and B are dichotomic observables with possible outcomes 
denoted by ± I. Define 

/••.'(«Ar) = / ' ( + + |u6e) + P( \<tbc)-p{ + - \abr) - / i ( - + | ahr) (5) 

Krom ( 1) and (.r>) we get 

/•„'(«, fr,r) = I dp du d\ p(<tbc,\pv)\pi( + \ ac, \u) - pi[- \ac,\i/)\ x ((i) 

[/'//(+ I br,pu) - />//(- | be, pi')] =. I dp d\> dX p(abc. Xpv)A{ac, Xp)B(bc,pv). 

If we assume thai the distribution p does not depend on the values of the variables 
a and b, a mm trivial inequality is derived by observing that, since pt(pn) < I implies 
I 4 I d 7? |) 1 I, we have 

| p(ahr, \ftf}7\(ac. \v)Tiikr,pv) :f p(alh \pv)A{ac,\v)Ti{b'c,pi') | -f (7) 
1 piabt-, \pv)7\{u<\ \v)Tl[hc%pu) * p[a'b'c, A/ti')/l(«V. \v)Ti{b'c,pi') \ < 

/»(«'. A;*i'){| B\iH\pv) ± Tiilfr.pv) | + | 77(fV.;ii>) T Ti[b'v,pu) \) S -V( r . XP") 

Irnin r fi*- i-qu.it inns (li) and (7). .-^Miming a normalised distribution p. ive finally 
ohlall» 

[ A'U./».'•) i /-.(a.b'.,} | + | K(tt.b,c\ r KUt'.h'.r) | < 2. |S) 

I his lt'-ll inequality i>. nut -.atistird by the pre dirt mew of quantum merhaim *. 
Il is In be emphasized that the premine» for the above derivation have fuvn 

a well defined lot ahlv assumption and A notion of stnthaMit < ausalily. osenliallv 
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different from the causality of classical physics. The statistical aspect may stem from 
an improper knowledge of the relations between the observables in a given region of 
space-time and the observables and possible supplementary variables in its backward 
lightcofte, but it may also have a more principal origin. The main point to be made 
here is that the explicit assumption of a deterministic substructure is redundant for 
the derivation. 

The importance of the region of overlap between the backward lightcones of space-
time regions I and II, associated with variables N (see Figure 1), is seen most strikingly 
from equation (3). Since the "controllable" parts of the variables, i.e. r, act as a 
source of common causes for the outcomes of measurements on the obser vables A and 
B, they are shared by all terms of the final inequality (8). Thus, in an experiment 
testing the validity of this inequality one would have to be concerned about finding 
ways to vary the parts a and b of variables A and A/, while the controllable variables 
originating in the overlap must be held constant during the run of the experiments. 
The la-st condition is essential, since one cannot extract information corresponding to 
that of the totality of all terms of the inequality (8) in one single run of the experiment 
(e.g. [9]). The source must therefore be controllable to the extent that it is reasonable 
to assume the variables c to have identical values for ad experimental runs. For the 
versions of Hell's inequalities referred to in most of the efforts to test the inequalities 
[M, l-r>. f(>, 17, 18, 19], the necessity of stating explicitly the variables c of the ovelap 
nowhere is mentioned. Since the variables in these cases are related to unspecified 
properties of the particle source, the above assumption is shown implicitely to have 
been a prerequisite in the cited experiments. 

Consequently, if the performed experiments are supposed 1o be tests of a local 
sir urt urt in quantum mechanics, it is essential that the variables c are completely 
specified, ('liability to meet this demand would indicate that the source was nol 
totally under the experimenters control and that influences of which he knows nothing 
could have propagated to the regions of space-time where the results of measurements 
on the observable* (,-1 an<\ H) are determined. These influence» would not necessarily 
be identical in each run of the experiment. Mon*over. the romplete specification of 
I he variables associated with the overlap of the backward lightcones ensures that 
no supplementary information on the distribution of one of the variables (A) could 
be obtained by making specifications for the other [H], t.e. the essential assumption 
underlying (1). since any such correlation must have originated at the common sour .c 
As a consequence, the notion of completeness in this case musl imply at least I he 
possibility of detailed < ontrol of all variables relevant to the definition <»f ati experiment 
for measuring 1 he observable** of interest. 

I or .ill pr.o tn a I pulpites it is evident that any tin h detailed < out rol of the soun e 
is M>n< nvahle only for a fiiiile space time interval. Moreover, the lime interval tends 
lo be small when t ompared to the lotal time a«Tes*tiMe for t he rxn ntioti of I lie ex per 
in lent, i.e ehVi tnely approaching /en> However. the purpose of ml rod in ing a trul\ 
xtm-husttr nttiiiihhf lies preritelv in avoiding rrferen«rs to this*- well defined spat et mir 
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intervals which, according to our argumentation, for real experiments reintroduces a 
classically deterministic causality (and hence hidden variables, cfr. [3]), as a condition 
for predicting experimental results corresponding to expectation values obeying the 
Bell-inequality (8). A theory based upon locally stochastic causality as it is presented 
in the form LSC-1 thus is untestable by practical experiments. The given formulation 
therefore should be abandoned in favour of one that can provide testable inequalities. 

In the case of the performed experiments involving photon polarisation [14, 15, 
17, 18, 19], the •issumptioii that the distribution of variables p does not depend upon 
the controllable settings a and b associated with the measuring apparatus of space-
time regions I and II means that the ensemble produced by the photon source cannot 
depend upon the settings of the polarizers (the latter pertaining to regions I and II). 
If this was not true, it would, since ilie region associated with variables /V is a part 
of the backward lightcones of both regions I and II, either have as a consequence that 
effects could propagate backwards in time or imply that the source and polarizers take 
part in an ad hoc conspiracy against the experimenters [20]. In the first case, this 
would exclude the possibility of any kind of reasonable physical (Einstein) locality, 
while the second case would exclude any possibility of making independent selections 
of polarizer settings (a and 6), a situation that would seem peculiar. We therefore 
conclude that the above assumption on the distribution of the variables does not 
introduce any new, crucial factors into the analysis. 

The assumption of i he existence of a complete set of specifications for a common 
source presented above resembles the conditions that have been presented in other 
derivations of the inequalities, e.g. the existence of a joint probability distribution [21, 
22} or {{outran algebra [2.'iJ for the outcomes of measurements on the set consisting 
of all observable» given by the theory, the possibility of a description of an ensemble 
representing the quantum state by homogeneous subensenibles [24] or the existence 
of a deterministic substructure involved in the GHZ proof [4], the latter being exactly 
what wis to be prevented by the introduction of the concept of a locally stochastic 
causality. 

I( should be observed that a complete set of specifications requires the possi 
bilil1, of siniuthitiunts description of all elements of the entire set of observables 
/Ii. Ai, , .-Ifc. - for the syst*'tn, the observable* related to subsystems only included. 
I bus, observable* A, and /l* are believed to be independent properties of the sys
tem, implying factori/ability of their joint probability distributions. That this is iu>l 
necessanly trur. is seen e.g. for quantum mechanics where different operators may 
represent complementary observable*. The quantities represented by such observ 
ables cannot simultaneously be assigned to the system (nor its parts) as properties. 
).i- haw sharp values It is precisely this aspect that makes quantum mechanics 
nun local Tor entangled stales, e.g. the singlet stale of two spin 1/2 particles, it 
js iir*ess.tn l»> spei i f v which observable, e.g. the :•• or J-spin, is measured on one 
particle in urder In !,imw which quantities can be regarded as simultaneous proper 
hes of the other parln le I hus, the properties of particle 2 may depend upon those 



of particle 1, contrary to Einstein's conviction [25], and the joint probability of the 
observables in question need not factorize. 

The factorizability of probabilities also persists at the subensemble level in the 
more general approach by Garuccio et al. [24], indicating a joint probability distri
bution for all the observables at least at this level. Indeed, if this was not so, we 
would have to conclude, from the observation that the distribution p at the level of 
the subensemble may depend upon the entire set of observables and the above dis
cussion of the distribution pn that signals can travel backwards in time. As expected 
these questions do not arise at all in the construction of a quantum analogy to the 
Bell-inequalities [26]. 

Thus, the performed experiments to ttst the validity of Belt's inequalities have 
rather been tests for the validity of a description of nature in terms of joint probability 
distributions than true tests for the possibility of a locally stochastic causality rts it is 
defined by equation (t), for which the factorizability of probabilities is connected to 
the signalling locality also present in quantum mechanics. 

3 Alternative Formulations of a LSC. 
The above reflections motivate the search for another definition of a locally stochastic 
causality which can provide both a description finite in space-time and which will 
simultaneously allow the application of the notion of stochastic causality in an analysis 
of the performed experiments to test Bell's inequalities. The necessity of such an 
alternative was also felt by Bell [27], possibly motivated by considerations of the type 
we have indicated. 

To avoid references to an infinite space-time region, Bell [28j introduces another 
definition of local causality which differs from LSC-1 in the complete specification 
of A bring restricted to a finite space-time region (III) in the backward lightcone of 
region I and in that references to the backward lightcone of region II are omitted, i.e. 
references are made to three distinct and finite space-time regions only (see Figure <1). 
In this case the settings 6 associated with the variables 11 of region II cannot explicitely 
be considered, as in the derivation of (8), since it must be ensured that any reference 
to variables outside regions I and II include only those having spacelike separation 
with respect to the.se regions. Assuming dichotornkity for the variables Uy we must 
have />//( + ) - / ' / / ( -} since no conditions havi* been specified. Then ti = 0, giving 
/','((!, *) = 0 as an equivalent of equation (6) 7 . Thus, the only information obtainable 
along this path is trivial for dichotomic variables. 

Of course, we may omsider also the variable \f related to the backward lightcone 
of region II (see Figure l). The result of measurements on A might depend upon A/ 
since it is conceivable that some of the latter may originate from the overlap of 

"F!f|iiiYafritt to a, & mul c for vnrmM*** \, Xf and jV on \>»ff '* 
7'Vhr jwtf-mk indicMing tlmi ni> *|>rnfirntmn of ihr vnruibl» b rim !»«• IIMUII< 
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the backward lierht rones of regions I and II. The derivation of inequalities along the 
path leading to (8) then no longer is possible. Moreover, considering the region M 
implies the same consequences for a truly stochastic causality as already indicated in 
connertion with the discussion of section 2. 

Thus, the derivation of Bell's inequalities from a locally stochastic causality con
cept requires a definition of the latter different from those hitherto presented. Fortu
nately, it is possible to provide a definition that does not possess the difficulties we 
have encountered. It may be presented as a specialization of the LSO-1 definition: 

LSC-2 let us denote by A all variables in a finite space-time region II fully closing 
the backward lightcone of the spare-time region 1 containing all obscrvables A 
of that region (see Figure 5). Likeways, let us denote by M all variables in 
a finite space-time region IV fully closing the backward ligktcone of the space-
time region III containing all observables B of that region, furthermore, let us 
assume that regions I and II have spacelike separation from both regions III and 
IV. Consider the situation in which variables A and M are completely specijicd. 
Then in a theory involving locally stochastic causality, 

p[A\ AAf,B) = p ( / l | A) (9) 

tcht never both probabilities art given by the theory. 

l'lii' joint probability distribution equivalent to (3) becomes 

/.(••Iff I AA/) = ;»,(/» | . \ ) ; ;„(W|A/) . (10) 

W i t h A = (« . A) and \t = (A./ i ) . wr obtain from (10) that 

/.(.•1H|«A) = j ./) irfA/i(«A. A / I ) ; I , ( / 1 | « . A ) ; . „ ( W | f c . / i ) ( I I ) 

an<l 

rV(n.A) = j <//i <<\ /.(«A. V M ( « . A)WA. //) ( l -» | 

whr i i assuming A .UMI It I f be <)n ut l ioinu' observable. Kijuivalenl to t h e o l I rn t inn 
of \H). we arrive ,t 

I r l - i .A ) t /- («i. '»'> | + | /•:(«'.M T A'(n'.A') |< ••>. I l ' t l 

'I hi* ine<|iiahl> is equivalent to (S). with the illi|M>rLnnl tlilferenee thai lhrex|iec-
latum values have no referetn e whatsoever lo variables m the overlap of tin* ha» kvvard 
h^llUmies of regions 1 and HI . As we shall SIT. it therefore h.is none of the <llffl( illlies 
of ineipialilv (K) 



I'rotn tht ahovf analysis trr conclude that the consideration of three distinct space-
Umt regions dots not had to Hell-type inequalities, and hence cannot provide a possi
bility to discriminate between a theory involving locally stochastic causality and quan
tum mechanics. To this end, it is necessary to consider four distinct space-time re-
giojis, as in the case discussed immediately above, or look at the totality of the region 
of overlap of fht bucku-ard liglttconts of tin regions of intirtst (cfr. tht definition 
LSC-1). The consequences of the latter case have been discussed in section 2. 

What appears immediately clear, is that the assumption of M and A being com
plete, in the sense discussed in section 2, sets of specifications of variables in regions 
II and IV «-moves the necessity of any concern about what happens in the overlap 
of t in- backward lightcones of regions I and I I . Let us assume that a and 6 are the 
controllable parts of A and A/. In the photon experiments [14, 15, 17, 18, 19] this 
represents the settings of the polarizers, while in the case of the recently proposed 
experiment by Rari ty and Tapster [29] using linear momentum only, i t is the settings 
of the phase shifters. The ob.servables A and B are taketi as coincidence events, i.e. 
the registration of coincident counts in two detectors having spacelike separation. 
Assuming that a and b are the only specifications relevant in quantum mechanics, 
the remaining variables of the complete sets A and M are "h idden" and must have 
originated m the regions I I and IV if the derivation of the inequalities are to be rel
evant to our case. Moreover, regions I I and IV must have spacelike separation w i th 
regard to regions I I I and IV and I and l( respectively, as well as to each other, if tin 
stronger a-s.siimpLioii than that of the existence of probabi l i ty distr ibut ions p(A | A) 
and p(H | \f) l ink ing regions I I and IV to regions I and I I I is to be made. If tins 
was not the case, causal influences could propagate from e.g. region I I to region IV 
w i th a velocity less than or equal to the velocity of l ight, a si tuat ion that would be 
equivalent to that of the existence of a finite overlap between the backward l ighl i ones 
of regions I and I I I . The consequence of Mich a situat ion is. as discussed in section J. 
that the results {if the performed experiments can only sustain the conclusion thai 
quantum mechanic* cannot be replaced by a theory t ' ta i in deter/ iwi ist ical ly < ausa! 
This com lusion represents nothing new, but confirms that the quantum description 

in terms of the KchrVidinger equation nerds to he supplemented by a " redw I JUJJ of 
the wave p.u ke l " i«m«epl to predict definite results of a measurement 

An efficient tv.it It» ensure spacelike sepa ra I ion of the mentioned regions would lie 
to rapidly .tnd repe.iledlv van the settings of the pola risers or ph.Lse shifters [2. W 
I he r hanging of the polarizer sellings Would h.i\e to lie guided b\ sloe hasl w tue. li.i 

I I IMI IS. <>ne for e,M h polarizer, working independent 1% of «MI li other and performing a 
Urge fiumbei i if sw it i hes in 1 he t ime il lak'-s for the par t i , l.-s to IM- an ah zed lu 1 r .n e| 
f iom the snune lo i lu- pol.in/ers |..r -uil<h< - I hi- -vwt. IIIML' •••<* .Id a No m i . . . . i 
>oiue coi.spn HUIS heh.iMoiir on the pari of t he polarizer^ ;_'!)] I 'nforl utiai» 1 * these 
lo i id i t ions have not been s.ttishetl HI anv of ihe performed experiments, noi e\.-u 
the \spei J experiments | 17j « h u h were d«-M|*IH'd espetiallv fur this purpose, sun • 
t he opt H HI i oi ut nu lat ofs elff i t i i.iti lt i* the po|.,riZer «u it ' lungs were set at a freqiHIl" \ 
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allowing the exchange of signals between the commutators with velocity equal to or 
less than the velocity of light [31]. Accordingly, we must conclude that none of the 
performed experiments have bcon tests for a theory involving LSC. 

4 Conclusions. 
Bell-inequalities can be derived for events taking place in spacelike separated space-
time regions, these events being linked to other events in the backward lightcones 
of the mentioned regions as described by conditional probability distributions. Con
nections of this type between events are said to reflect a locally stochastic causality 
(LSC). Two cases can be distinguished. 

In the case LSC-1, a source of events in the overlap of the backward lightcones of 
the primary regions of interest is considered. It is argued that the region of overlap 
must be of infinite extension, reflecting the experimenter's detailed control of the 
source, if attempts to test the Belt-inequalities derivable from this assumption are to 
be regarded as true tests for LSC-1. For all practical purposes such detailed control 
is inconceivable and LSC-1 must therefore be abandoned in favour of a formulation 
of locally stochastic causality that can be subjected to experimental verification. AH 
previous experiments to test the Bell-inequalities [14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19] have been of 
the said type. Henceforth, our considerations lead to the conclusion that the tests for 
Bell's inequalities performed so far, due to limitations on the detailed controllability 
of the apparatus in real experiments, have not been tests for a locally stochastic 
causal theory, but that the results of these experiment» may only be interpreted 
«s demonstrating that quantum mechanics cannot be replaced by a theory that is 
deterministically causal. Since it can be argued (cfr. section 2) that the concept 
of deterministic causality is related to the assumption of an a priori given complete 
set of specifications lor a common source, i.e. the existence of a joint probability 
distribution for the entire set of observables of the system under investigation, the 
experiments also disprove this assumption. 

However, our definition of locally stochastic causality LSC-2 shows that the es
sential prerequisite in the derivation of Belt-inequalities in the form of (8) and (13) 
is the notion of stochastirity, not determinism. In this case no explicit considera
tion of the overlap of the backward lightcones of the primary regions of interest, and 
hence the source, is required, but it is ensured that the relevant events in the re
spective backward lighlcones are associated with two finite spacetinie regions, one 
for each lightcone, with spacelike separation. A possibility of designing experiments 
that could discriminate betwtvn theories based on locally stochastic causality and 
quantum theory thus exists, since quantum mechanical predictions disobey Bell-type 
inequalities, i.e. (8) and (13) as well as their equivalents [3, 9, 15, 20). Such an ex
periment would have to ensure that all significant events take place in four distinct 
spare-lime regions (I, II, III and IV in our definition LSC-2). It is assumed that there 
is only a statistical «onnectiuii between the observables of these regions (linking vari-

II 



ables of regions II and IV in Figure 5 to those of regions I and III respectively, II and 
IV belonging to the backward lightcones of I and III). For Aspect-type experiments 
involving photons [14, 15, 17, 18, 1ft], this rould have been realized, as pointed out by 
e.g. Bell [2] and Shimony [30], by changing repeatedly and independently the settings 
of the polarizers (events in regions II and IV) through a stochastic mechanism while 
the photons arc still in flight. Even if such modifications are not expected to change 
the experimental outcomes, our analysis shows that they may still be more important 
than hitherto recognized. 
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time 

Figur 1: Spatio-temporal structure of the locally stochastic causality LSC-1 origi
nally defined by Bell [8|. 
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lime 

Figur 2: Sigunls with the velocity of light reaching space-time region I. 
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lime 

Figur 3: Spatio-trmporol stnicturr of a locally deterministic causality [8|. 
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Figur 4: Spat i<>-temporal structure of Boll's alternative definition of locally Btochas-
lir rnusality. 
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Figur "J: Spntio-tcmporitl atn.rturr of n nrw pro|>osal for n definition of locally 
Ntiirlinntir rnitxalily (LSC 2). 
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